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Mr. Chairman, Excellencies, Distinguished Delegates, Ladies and

Let me begin by joining the previous distinguished speakers in offering our

sincere condolences to the victims of the cowardly act of terrorism on

Mumbai, the financial capital of India. The government and the people of

Maldives condemn in strongest terms such barbaric acts and assure of our

solidarity with the people of India at this tragic moment.

Today, I stand here as a representative of one of the newest democracies

in the world. On the 28th of October this year, my fellow countrymen and

women voted overwhelmingly for change in the country's first multi-party

the Maldives are finally free. The struggle for this new-found freedom of

democracy was not easy. This would not have been possible if not for the

strong support of the international community. I take this opportunity to



extend our heartfelt gratitude to all those countries that supported us to

The Maldives is a country of 300,000 people. Like other small island

developing nations of the world, my country is faced with several unique

challenges that often go un-noticed on the radar of the world. Smallness is

often associated with ease of delivering development, by those who view it

from outside. Small island countries are mostly viewed as exotic

destinations for holiday-makers from the rich countries. However, closer

scrutiny will reveal that smallness, indeed, poses several developmental

challenges. The cost of delivering goods and services on an equitable

countries like the Maldives, sea transport is the only viable option. Cost of

transportation absorbs a huge componenfnot only the national income but

also of the incomes of people living in island countries. It adds



Thanks to the assistance of our development partners, Maldives is set to

graduate from the list of Least Developed Countries by 2011. This was a

three-year delayed date set after the Asian tsunami of 2004 that devastated

the Maldives and washed away 60 percent of its GDP in a matter of

seconds. The tsunami of 2004 underscored the fragility and vulnerability of

small island countries such as the Maldives, a factor which we vigorously

tried, in vain, to get included in the calculation of the index which

determines a country's threshold to graduate from LDC status. Once

again, as the world economic crisis threatens to engulf all nations of the

world, small island nations stand extremely vulnerable and helpless. Our

helplessness is further aggravated by the negative effects of the rapidly

changing climatic conditions, global warming and sea level rise, particularly

on low lying countries such as the Maldives.

Mr. Chairman,

The devastation of the tsunami has cost us dearly. While the Maldives is

thankful to the international community for the assistance provided in the

aftermath of the tsunami, the lack of appreciation of the specific problems

and conditions of the small island nature of the Maldives by the

international community was evident in the mismatch between the kinds

and levels of assistance we needed and that we received. To give one



specific example, an island access harbour which is, in a small island

context, an essential infrastructure for gaining access to livelihoods and

day to day survival by the island fisherfolk, was seen as a commercial

infrastructure by most donors and were reluctant to assist in the

rehabilitation of such infrastructure. Such an island harbour, is indeed, the

small island equivalent of a village access road in a land mass country.

Due to such misconceptions and lack of appreciation of local conditions by

the international donor community, the government was obligated to borrow

from the international lenders for the rehabilitation of such infrastructure.

Such borrowings have contributed to the burgeoning foreign debt of the

country, for the first time in its history. Today, the new government is faced

with the daunting task of having to deal with huge fiscal and budgetary

challenges, while additional borrowing has to be constrained.

Mr. Chairman,

As a country that is graduating from LDC status, the Maldives is already

feeling neglected by the international donor community. Some of the

traditional development partners are already indicating that grant

assistance, technical assistance and concessional credit would be

suspended. Despite this, the newly elected democratic government is faced

with huge challenges in the provision of sustainable and equitable



development for its population scattered across 200 inhabited islands along

its entire length of 800 kilometers. In order to keep up to its obligations to

the people the government is aspiring to mobilize Foreign Direct

Investment to engage in the development of critical infrastructure and

services, such as transportation, education, health, and commercial

infrastructure in the country. The government firmly believes that exploring

alternative sources of development financing, in partnership with the

international community, is key to achieving sustainable development. We

are keen to work with investors in developing innovative approaches to FDI

projects in the Maldives.

Mr. Chairman,

Following the ratification of the new Constitution in August this year, a

number of institutions previously under the Executive branch of the

government have been reconstituted as independent bodies, under specific

laws. Also, under the new administration a number of proposals are being

considered to increase tax revenue compared to other sources of revenue.

A Business Profits Tax bill has been drafted, and is included in the budget

proposed to Parliament for 2009. This would lead to a broadening of the tax

base, rationalized tax structure for the country. Currently, there is a large

reliance on import duties and non-tax sources of income. This is a critical



step taken by the Maldives in moving towards increasing jfl the revenue

capability of the public sector and diversification of the tax base for

mobilizing resources for development and meeting internationally agreed

development goals.

The government has been working with international assistance in the

creation of trade policy coordinating structures within the country. As such,

a complete diagnosis of the country's trade needs has been conducted and

a comprehensive draft trade policy framework is being considered by the

National Trade Policy Coordinating Committee. In addition, pledges under

Aid for Trade is being worked out with donors.

Today, in terms of per capita GDP, Maldives is one of the richest countries

in the region of South Asia. However, huge and growing disparities remain

between the urban and the rural populations and also between sections of

the urban population. As we emerge from three decades of gross

mismanagement of our limited financial resources under a heavily

repressive regime, the newly elected government is faced with the daunting

task of establishing the institutions of democracy on a hugely deficit

budget. While the government (5doing everything possible to limit its



spending, the various cost-cutting measures that has to be introduced are

likely to threaten the stability of the new political environment and with it the

budding democracy. While we continue to thank those in the international

community who have, patiently and re-assuringly walked with us on the

long and often bumpy road to democracy, we plead them to keep

supporting us in our work to ensure that democracy firmly takes root in our

country. Failure to do so at this critical juncture could undo all the hard

work of thousands of individuals who have made huge sacrifices to bring

democracy to the Maldives. This should not be an option.

I thank you for your patience.


